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                        INDIVIDUAL
                    
                

                
                    
                        INDIVIDUAL is a unique collection of mannequins with semi-abstract features, made of durable fiberglass with an elegant...
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                        Bold, feminine, iconic. Inspired by the style of the golden era of Hollywood. Such is the ICON collection - these are...
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                        Explore the AEGON collection of women's store mannequins
The AEGON collection includes 9 different items of women's store...
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                        Clothes are bought primarily through the eyes. Presenting casual fashion aimed at young customers requires special...
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                              Female premium mannequins MISS ICON

                                            
                  Highline mannequins dedicated to premium boutiques. Top quality products.
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                              New collection of men's mannequins ONE

                                            
                  Recent trends in shopfront design.
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                    ABS Female mannequin FB1-WM
                
            

                                        
                        
        
                                    

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                            

    


                

            
                        

            
                A mannequin that will fit every store and last for years? The female mannequin with ABS is a combination of universality, timelessness, and versatility. Easy to use, durable, and environmentally friendly.
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                    Interchangeable female mannequin arms AS-FB2-WM
                
            

                                        
                        
        
                                    

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                            

    


                

            
                        

            
                Our innovative Interchangeable Arms for "hunch" positions are a solution that will help you invigorate your presentations and strengthen your brand message. With them, you can create up to 4 different setting combinations using just one mannequin.
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                    Interchangeable Mannequin Head FS-MW
                
            

                                        
                        
        
                                    

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                            

    


                

            
                        

            
                An ecological mannequin head is the key to endless styling possibilities. Whether you're showcasing youth clothing, sporty outfits, or elegant creations, by turning the mannequin head in any direction, you bring dynamism and movement to the presentation. This remarkable feature allows for easy adoption of various poses.
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                Discover the perfect solution for your exhibition and presentation needs with our revolutionary ABS-made product. Our mannequin stands out not only for its aesthetic appearance but also for its durability and simple ergonomics. The combination of unique material properties with precise craftsmanship makes the mannequin look very impressive.
Stands are...
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                        100 HEADLESS WOMEN'S
                    
                

                
                    
                        Women's torso mannequin is an ideal solution for any boutique with clothing for ladies. Such a model perfectly presents...
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                        Download the file with our products- there you will find all the outlet models, along with photos and specifications
High...
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                        It is difficult to imagine the functioning of any boutique without mannequins. After all, they are effective tools for...
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                        Download our product file - there you will find all outlet models, with photos and specifications
If the price is just as...
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                                                        The ultimate mannequin selection guide for museums
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                         Museums are sanctuaries of history, art, and culture, providing a tangible linkage between the past and present through their meticulously curated exhibits. One essential element that enhances the...
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                            Visual merchandising   is the silent language of your fashion store, and the words it speaks are crafted by the innovative displays you...
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                          MORE Mannequins offers a diverse range of mannequins featuring both adult and child figures. Leveraging stylistic similarities, these mannequins can be seamlessly combined in displays, showcasing...
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                                    The quality of the mannequins and service is top-notch! Also, the option for customization is a big plus; I received mannequins in exactly the color I imagined :)
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                                    The mannequin assembly was very quick and trouble-free, we will definitely be coming back for more.
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                                    The mannequins are of excellent quality - in our store, they undergo heavy usage and still maintain a like-new appearance :) Additionally, I highly recommend the service - you can always rely on...
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Mannequins are an essential accessory for any retail outlet. They are placed both inside the shop and on the shop window, which attracts the attention of potential customers.

Manufacturer of mannequins 

MORE Mannequins is Europe's leading manufacturer of mannequins. Customers can choose from a variety of colours, designs, as well as styles. Of course, they are all divided by gender: women's, men's, children's. It is worth noting that we not only have full-figure mannequins, but also displays. The mannequins we produce are distinguished by their quality, as well as their precision workmanship. This is why we are trusted by the largest chains in Europe, who use our services. If you trust us, we will prepare your order and dispatch it the very next day. Don't have what you need on offer? Not a problem for us, because as a manufacturer we have the ability to realise our customers' ideas.

Full-face mannequins

Full-figure mannequins make up the bulk of our range. We have abstract, semi-abstract, realistic and also special mannequins. The former have an egg-shaped head or delicately outlined facial features. The realistic mannequins are equipped with a wig, as well as varied make-up. Our special mannequins are products used to present specific products. We have models called lingerie, plus size, maternity, as well as sports and flexible models. We can offer our customers several options for personalising their mannequins. This will include, for example, ageing, applying graphics or tattoos to the mannequin. We also offer accessories for decorating the mannequin. These include false eyelashes, stickers imitating parts of the face or wigs. We also have platforms, supports and seats that make it easier to position the mannequins correctly.

Shop mannequins

Our full-figure mannequins, as well as torsos and displays, are perfect for shop interiors. You can decide for yourself which style of these products will suit your shop best. What is more, you can choose mannequins for the display of your goods. We are talking, for example, about sportswear. Sportswear will look best on sports mannequins, which can be placed in various poses. Pregnant women's clothes, on the other hand, should be presented on mannequins reflecting the curves of the belly. Such a presentation of clothing is much more likely to appeal to potential customers!
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NEW MODELS OF MANNEQUINS

Don't waste time on research. Choose from new models of mannequins. The selected offer is in line with current visual merchandising trends.
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FAST SHIPPING OF MANNEQUINS

Boutique opening in just three days? Order your shop mannequins online. We dispatch the mannequins quickly - even within 24 hours of receiving your order.
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HIGH QUALITY MANNEQUINS

Forget about replacing your boutique mannequins every few seasons. The durability of our products is a result of their quality and well-thought-out ergonomics. With us, you are investing for years.
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PLANET FRIENDLY

We have created a line of eco mannequins that are less polluting and implement a sustainable strategy. We start with ourselves, minimising our contribution to environmental pollution.
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QUICK PERSONALISATION

Choose any mannequin colour that matches your brand. It takes only five working days to complete a customised order of mannequins for your shop!
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WE GUARANTEE SECURITY

Buy ONLINE without any worries. In our shop you can pay with your credit card, bank transfer and via PayPal’s fast payment gateway.
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          MORE Mannequins Ltd.
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